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Abstract

We review the performance of current state of the art
fine-grained image classification algorithms using a vari-
ety of features on three datasets. Expanding on these re-
sults, we utilize a variety of feature combination techniques
to improve performance by incorporating multiple features
into classification. We hope to find that multiple kernel
learning performs better than unsupervised feature learn-
ing techniques on this task. Additionally, we hope to gain
a better understanding as to what features are able to cap-
ture the fine-grained details of images and how we can best
combine these features to achieve the best performance.

1. Introduction

Traditional object classification datasets have focused on
objects that are substantially different in their visual char-
acteristics. These datasets generally focus on objects that
may be of vastly different sizes, shapes, and colors (e.g.
car, plane, chair, person). This focus has led to the devel-
opment of techniques that are successful at discriminating
very different objects, but fail to discriminate similar ob-
jects or instances of objects. With the exception of facial
recognition, very little work has gone into classifying sim-
ilar objects such as different types of dogs or cars. These
classification tasks rely on very small, fine-grained differ-
ences in visual features, such as different ears or tails in
dogs. More recent datasets containing humans performing
activities and playing instruments has led to new classifica-
tion techniques, however these techniques tend to rely only
on one type of feature (e.g. SIFT or HoG).

In this project, we hope to explore a large set of features
for fine-grained image classification, and identify a subset
of features that is able to perform well on three datasets:
the PASCAL VOC 2010 action classification dataset, the
recent People-Playing-Musical-Instrument dataset, and the
15 scene dataset. Initially, we will look at some stan-
dard features used in computer vision: SIFT, shape-based
templates, contextual features, HoG, Local Binary Patterns
(LBP), wavelets, LLC, and color histograms. We intend

to evaluate these features using average precision as the
metric on a variety of classifiers, including SPM, Multiple-
kernel learning, SVMs, and random forests with discrimi-
native decision trees [2]. Our hope is that a certain subset
of these features will provide improved performance across
all datasets and classifiers, while some features may provide
little or no useful information for fine-grained image clas-
sification. Furthermore, we hope to beat the state-of-the-art
in activity recognition by utilizing a combination of features
(instead of just SIFT found in [2]). Through the analysis
and review of this variety of techniques, we hope to gain the
intuition to develop a new feature set that is able to capture
fine-grained information contained in images. Time permit-
ting, we hope to compare these hand-designed discrimina-
tive features to semi-supervised feature learning techniques
to determine the effectiveness of semi-supervised feature
learning at capturing fine-grained discriminative informa-
tion [1].

2. Methods

2.1. Image Representation

In our experiments, we use four different types of fea-
tures. These features were chosen to provide a heteroge-
nous description of image attributes that is able to provide
information about shape, color, and texture.

• Color: We plan to use a simple color histogram fea-
ture. We have yet to determine the exact parameters
we will use.

• Local Binary Pattern (LBP): This feature has been
shown to provide very good performance on texture
classification tasks. It represents an image patch by
computing a histogram over

• SIFT: We use the classic SIFT descriptor with a fixed
spacing (6 pixels), and a variety of different scales (8,
12, 16, 24, and 30).

• HOG: We use the histogram of oriented gradients de-
scriptor, using the parameter settings and code from
Felzenszwalb et. al (2010).



2.2. Incorporating Context

The primary dataset we are experimenting with, PAS-
CAL VOC 2010 action classification, includes bounding
boxes to denote which person in an image we are classify-
ing. These bounding boxes are somewhat noisy, and often
crop out parts of an activity that may be useful. For exam-
ple, the bounding box for the “ridinghorse” action in Figure
1 crops out a large part of the horse. Many prior studies in
image classification have shown that including background
information can help to improve performance (e.g. Delaitre
et al, 2010). We adopt their foreground-background model
here, which consists of two regions:

1. Foreground: We rescale the bounding box by1.5×,
and resize the image so that the longest edge of the
bounding box is 300 pixels. We then use a 3-level spa-
tial pyramid on the features from within the foreground
region.

2. Background: The background region is computed
from the resized image above, and the nwe use a 2-
level spatial pyramid on all features within the image.

By enlarging the foreground bounding box, we are able to
pick up more fine details closely related to the action. Hav-
ing a 2-level spatial pyramid for the entire image allows us
to represent more of the global context across the image
without overfitting detailed features in the background.

Given these two different regions, we will end up with
two different kernels. Typically these kernels are averaged,
however we will explore more complex techniques for com-
bining this information.

2.3. Coding

We used LLC for coding the HOG and SIFT features,
with different codebooks of 1024 for each feature type. For
color-histogram and LBP we used K-means with 256 code-
words (this number will most likely change with mor exper-
imentation).

2.4. Spatial Pyramid Matching

For all of our experiments, we compute a set of features
from patches sampled uniformly on different sized grids in
the foreground and background images. These features are
informative, but we need a method to pool over these fea-
tures to reduce noise and incorporate invariance to scale and
translation. As noted above, we use spatial pyramids, which
divides an image up into hierarchical regions at multiple
scales and computes a histogram over features within each
region (Lazebnik et al., 2007). We use the histogram inter-
section kernel as the features for our final classifier. Note
that for each of the 4 different feature types, we have a dif-
ferent kernel that still has to be combined in some way.

2.5. Multiple Kernel Learning

Traditional classification using SVMs relies on having a
single kernel. To determine which kernel to use generally
requires a combination of brute force (trying many differ-
ent kernels) and careful manual selection (deciding how to
weight and combine different kernels into a single kernel).
An alternative framework, multiple kernel learning (MKL),
allows for automatically learning a linear combination of
kernels that performs optimally (Bach et al, 2004). Thus
MKL provides a framework for automatically determining
how to combine multiple features.

Adopting MKL instead of a traditional SVM will allow
us flexibility in two ways: (1) We can weight different types
of features differently for each class, (2) we can weight fore-
ground and background elements differently. Being able
to alter the weights on the different feature types may be
beneficial as certain action classes may be better defined
by texture than shape or color. Allowing the foreground to
be weighted stronger than the background may also be im-
portant in discriminating classes if some classes have very
static backgrounds (such as horseback riding), and others
have very dynamic backgrounds (such as phoning).

3. Experiments

Unfortunatley, I don’t yet have results using the PAS-
CAL VOC 2010 Action classificaiton dataset, but for my
final project I plan on basing most of my analysis on this
dataset. Additionally I have not yet had a change to imple-
ment the MKL part, so most of these initial experiments are
very basic. However, the framework for feature extraction
and classification is in place and thus the remainder of this
project should move very rapidly.

The following experiments were on the 15-scene dataset.
We did not use the foreground/background model above,
and instead just used a 3-level spatial pyramid on the entire
image. We extracted SIFT and HOG features only, but will
include color histogram and LBP in the future.

3.1. Baseline

We first compute the accuracy of each feature individu-
ally on all three datasets using an SVM classifier with the
histogram intersection kernel. Here we perform a 70/30
split of the dataset, but in the future we will use either 5-
fold cross-validation or the designated train/test splitsfrom
the PASCAL challenge.

We found that the mean average precision using just
SIFT features for the 15 scene categories was 0.82, while
the mAP for HOG was 0.67. This tremendous difference
in performance is most likely due to the fact that we were
using SIFT features at many different scales. When using
just one scale of SIFT, performance dropped to 0.71.



3.2. Feature Concatenation

The simplest form of combining features is concatenat-
ing the resulting histogram intersection kernels for all fea-
tures and using this to train an linear SVM. We found that
when we concatenated the HOG and SIFT features our per-
formance dropped to 0.79. This result could be due to over-
fitting as we did not alter the slack penalty when retrain-
ing. In the feature we will need to do a broader param-
eter search for each experiment individually. It also may
indicate that HOG does not provide much additional infor-
matoin that SIFT does not, and may also be an artifact of
properties of the scene dataset.

3.3. Feature Averaging

An alternative is to average the histogram intersection
kernels from all features. When we did this, we found mAP
remained nearly the same at 0.81.

3.4. Joint Feature Coding

For coding we used LLC with 4096 codewords, and con-
catenated the HOG and SIFT features for each spatial region
before coding. We also normalized each of the features sep-
arately so they were relatively similarly scaled by subtract-
ing off the mean feature for each feature type and dividing
by the standard deviation. Using this method, we found that
performance dropped to 0.34, indicating that there was ei-
ther a bug or this technique is very flawed. It may also be
that even with normalization, the codebook we learn does
not do a good job of representing our feature space.

4. Future Work

The focus for the rest of this project will be to get mul-
tiple kernel learning working, and reperform all these ex-
periments on the PASCAL dataset. MKL provides a more
principled method for combining multiple features and will
hopefully improve performance on the someone hacked to-
gether methods described above. Furthermore, if MKL
does perform well, we believe that it could be incorporated
into existing state of the art methods (e.g. Yao et al.’s dis-
criminative randomized forest approach) to improve classi-
ficaiton performance even more. Their current state of the
art method selects only one feature at each node in a de-
cision tree, but using MKL we could utilize a variety of
features to improve performance.

Additionally, the results from the MKL will be compared
with features learned from a convolutional deep belief net-
work (CS229 project) in an attempt to see whether combi-
nations of hand-crafted features can beat the state of the art
in unsupervised feature learning on an action classificaoitn
task.

Furthermore, the experiments being performed wil need

to be much more rigorous, as opposed to the very experi-
mental and preliminary results presented above.
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5. Appendix

This project is also my course project for CS229 as well
as my rotation project. The computer vision component fo-
cuses on manually selecting good features and using them
in the MKL framework while the machine learning compo-
nent is focused on learning features using a convolutional
DBN.


